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GAME PREPARATION – “Classic Ice Cream Sundae” 
 

Materials needed for 1 stage:  

(*Asterisk & bold = duplicate for additional services) 

 Table 

 2 Blindfolds 

 Foil 

 2 Bowls* 

 2 Bottles of Chocolate Syrup* 

 2 Cans of Whipped Cream* 

 1 Jar of Cherries* 

 2 Trays (large enough to hold all ice 

cream supplies) 

 2 Jars of Sprinkles* 

 1 Tub of Ice Cream* 

 2 Spoons* 

 2 Classic Ice Cream Sundae Cards  

 Cooler or Refrigerator (for ice cream & 

whipped cream) 

 Paper Towels* (to clean up after the 

game) 

 2 Prizes* (1 large, 1 small) 
 

Prepare ahead of time: 

 3 days prior to Sunday, wrap 2 scoops in foil and place in freezer. This will hard freeze the ice 

cream and keep it cooler longer. Sunday, place the foil wrapped scoops into a cooler or freezer.  

 Print out Ice Cream Sundae Cards. 

 Remove seal from chocolate syrup, sprinkles and whipped cream. 

 Place Ice Cream in each Bowl (from wrapped foil ball, right before GameTime). 

 Place one of each item on each tray:  One cherry, bowl with ice cream, bottle of chocolate 

syrup, jar of sprinkles, can of whipped cream and a spoon. 

 Place all items on table. 
 

Stage setup: 

 Contestants should stand behind the table. 
 

How to play: 

 Contestant will be blindfolded while Zip or Andy reads instructions for assembling an ice cream 

sundae to the Contestant. 

 The first team to assemble an ice cream sundae, deliver it to someone in the audience and come 

back up on stage is the winner!   

 Ask actors playing Zip and Andy to help move table off stage after game. 
 

Notes for Game Director: 

 Please choose contestants who are not wearing skirts or dresses. 

 Zip and Andy will each pick one contestant (2 total contestants).  When the contestants come up 

onto stage, allow kids to introduce themselves.  Make sure they know how to play the game, and 

then allow the game to start. 

 Zip and Andy will be participating as contestants in game. 
 

Tie-in teaching point: 

 One of our contestants was not ok because they had to wear a blindfold.  Thankfully, their 

teammate was able to help them!  In our Bible story, two people were able to get help because 

they told someone that they weren’t ok!  It’s Ok To Not Be Ok! 

WEEK 5 
 

Need to Know: 
It’s Ok To Not Be Ok! 
 

Bible Story: 
Two Miracles in One Day 

Mark 5:21-43; Luke 8:40-56; Matthew 9:18-26 
 

Game: 
Classic Ice Cream Sundae 
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WEEK 5: PRE-LARGE GROUP/WORSHIP 

 

PLAY pre-reel music in iTunes (have logo on screens) 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Counter  
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

Worship Leader(s) take stage. 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Welcome back to Beginagin Theme Park! I cannot wait to see if Zip can get 

Andy to stop eating the cotton candy! Do you think he will get him to stop 

eating it? (let kids respond). I sure hope so! As you know, have been learning 

about eight truths from the Bible that will take our relationships with God to a 

new level…off the rails!!! 
 

Well let’s get things started off right by singing an awesome song! I would 

love for everyone to stand up and come down front to sing with me! 

 

 

 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Song_Holy Is Your Name 
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Great job!   
 

Before we go into the park, let’s check out what we need to know today! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk5_N2K w/ Teaching Music 
 

It’s Okay, To Not Be Okay! You guys stay seated and repeat that after me.  
  Optional Motions: It’s Okay (put two thumbs up) To Not (shake your head)  

  Be Okay (put two thumbs up)! 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Awesome job!  Well then let’s not waste any more time!  Let’s head into the 

park to meet up with Zip and Andy!  Let’s count it down!  Ready? 

3…2…1…ACTION!!! 
 

Worship Leaders exit. 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Opener  

 

Be sure to 

speak 

encouraging 

words in a 

loving tone.  

Never speak 

negativity, 

threaten or 

call names.  

INVITE them 

to stand up 

with you! 
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ACT 1 – Welcome to the Park 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

PLAY: 1_Park Music (from iPod) 

 

ANDY and ZIP enter the park from opposite sides of the stage wearing backpacks, and 

passes on fob reels (2).  Both have their hands stamped.  ANDY is carring cotton candy 

but not eating it, ZIP is carrying cotton candy but not eating it.  ZIP enters LEFT first, laying 

out plan to keep cotton candy away from ANDY. 

 

ZIP 

(looking at iPod) Oh man, this is going to be a crazy day. I can just feel it 

already.  

 

(slightly confused) Yesterday….or…today…or last time it was today…I 

think I figured it out! I realized that (referencing kids) WE are the only ones 

who aren’t eating the cotton candy from the park every five 

seconds…and WE are the only ones who realize that this day keeps 

beginning again! Oh man, this is not ok! I really need to tell Andy, but I’m 

scared.  

 

(in turmoil) What if he/she thinks I’m crazy!? What if he/she doesn’t believe 

me? What if he/she doesn’t want to be my friend!? Ahhh! I still have to tell 

him/her. 

 

And no matter what happens, today we have to keep ALL cotton candy 

away from Andy. That way tomorrow…or today…I mean…the next day of 

today…ANYWAY, we’ll see if Andy realizes the day is beginning again! 

 

ANDY enters stage RIGHT, amazed by the park. 

 

ANDY 

(walking in backwards, admiring the park) Woooooooooow.  This place is 

awesome!  I can’t believe I get to come here today!   

 

ZIP 

(jumping right to the point) Hey, yeah, that’s so great… 

 

ANDY 

Oh hey Zip!   

 

ZIP 

Why don’t you put that cotton candy down? Actually, no, why don’t you 

give it to me? 

 

ANDY 

What? No! Why?   

 

ZIP 

Have you eaten any of it yet? 
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ANDY 

No. 

 

ZIP 

Phew. Please, just give it to me! 

 

ANDY 

Whoa! Are you okay? You’re acting kind of crazy. 

 

ZIP 

No, look, Andy, I’m not okay. There’s something I have to tell you. 

 

ANDY 

Okay… 

 

ZIP 

(grabs cotton candy from Andy) Something has gone terribly wrong at this 

theme park and the same day is beginning again…over and over and 

over. Every day is the exact same. 

 

ANDY 

(busting out laughing) Hahahaha yeah right!  That’s straight crazy!   

 

ZIP 

It is crazy, but I’m totally serious!  

 

ANDY 

Ooooook.  Whatever you say, Zip.  (tries to grab cotton candy back from 

Zip) 

 

ZIP 

(dodging Andy) You’re the only one who has been eating the cotton 

candy and I think there’s something in this cotton candy that makes you 

forget that you’ve been here before.  

 

ANDY 

WHAT?!  

 

ZIP 

Just promise me that you won’t eat any cotton candy all day.  Then, if I’m 

right and this day begins again tomorrow maybe you will believe me!   

 

ANDY 

(considering the deal) Hmmm…maybe it would be cool to be stuck in a 

theme park on No Parents Day!  What a great idea!   

 

ZIP 

Andy! I’m not joking around!  

 

ANDY 

Ok fine. I guess I can take your deal. 

 

ANDY and ZIP shake hands. 
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ZIP 

Deal. (changing subject, excited) I should have known this day was weird 

when they gave us a new hand stamp just for today. Beginagin Theme 

Park has had the same hand stamp my whole life! 

 

ANDY 

It looks cool though. And I still think this is going to be the greatest day 

ever! Well, it was good seein’ ya, Zip.  But I’ve got to start riding some 

rides! 

 

ZIP 

Look, I don’t know what your plans are for the day, but I think we should 

stick together.   

 

ANDY 

Really?  

 

ZIP 

Yeah. I could really use your help and I really want to prove to you that 

this day is beginning again!   

 

ANDY 

How are you going to do that? 

 

ZIP 

Well, I can prove it by telling you what’s about to happen all day long! 

 

ANDY 

Now THAT I want to see. 

 

ZIP 

I’ll go put our stuff in a locker so we don’t have to carry it around – you 

know, your sunscreen, water, snacks, rubber chicken, picture of your dog, 

pillow pet, etcetera etcetera. 

 

ANDY 

Ok, I have to admit, that was pretty good. (hands Zip his/her backpack) 

 

ZIP 

I’m going to take this to the locker before my arm falls off.  Meanwhile, 

you figure out what we’re going to do. And since you don’t know how the 

map works, I’ll show you. (doing it for Andy, walking over to screen) Show 

us the map. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Map 1 

 

ANDY 

(amazed) Wooooooahhhhh.  This park just keeps getting better and 

better! 

 

ZIP 

And I’m not so sure that the Ultimate Theme Park Challenge is really that 

important anymore, but if you do want to win make sure you pick a ride 

worth a lot of points… (to kids) right?! 
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KIDS 

(Right!) 

 

ZIP exits stage LEFT & leaves backpacks off stage. 

 

ANDY 

(realizing) Wait a minute, you guys know about Fil Finagin’s Ultimate 

Theme Park Challenge? 

 

KIDS 

(yeah!) 

 

ANDY 

Really!? So you know that he has issued a special challenge to everyone 

in the park today.  

 

KIDS 

(yeah!) 

 

ANDY 

And that there is a competition to see who can get the most points on 

these passes that we all got? 

 

KIDS 

(yeah!) 

 

ANDY 

(pulls up pass on fob reel and starts playing with it) I love this little zippy 

thing!!  Wait, and you know that everything in the park has a different 

point value, and we are supposed to track everything we do by scanning 

this pass, and at the end of the day, whoever has the most points is the 

winner?   

 

KIDS 

(yeah!) 

 

ANDY 

Wow, maybe we really have done all of this before. Well, I really want to 

win because the winner gets season passes to come here ANY TIME they 

want! 

 

So…we should pick a ride that will get us a LOT of points.  (to kids) Let’s 

see…what should we ride first?  (allow kids to talk until Zip returns, really 

start to lean towards the Dangerous Dueling Disasters) 

 

ZIP enters from stage LEFT. 

 

ZIP 

Alright Andy, I know what you’re about to say. 

 

ANDY 

Try me! 
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ZIP 

Well first, you should know that a vendor is about to walk past us.  But be 

careful, because he/she is going to sneeze all over the cotton candy, so 

it’s not worth it. 

 

ANDY 

Ewwwww. 

 

ZIP 

And by the way, I do have the locker key in my pocket. I know you’re 

wondering.  

 

ANDY 

I was about to ask you that…that’s so weird. 

 

VENDOR enters from stage LEFT, carrying tray with one funnel cake and several cotton 

candies and walks directly toward ZIP.  Meanwhile, ANDY is trying hard to restrain self 

from reaching around the VENDOR to get to the cotton candy. 

 

VENDOR 

Cotton candy!  Get your free cotton candy!   

 

ZIP 

No thanks, funnel cakes only for me. 

 

ANDY 

(restraining self from reaching for cotton candy, getting closer to vendor) I 

totally want some!   

 

VENDOR 

(pressing in on Zip) Well it’s your lucky day because I brought a special 

funnel cake – just for you! 

 

ZIP 

(becoming very suspicious) Oh. Uh…that’s different. I’ll uh…I’ll have to 

pass on that today. Thanks though. (pulls out iPod and takes notes of this 

activity, talking to self) That’s so weird. I’m gonna write it down in my iPod. 

 

In this scene, ANDY can finally sneak his/her hand around the VENDOR to get cotton 

candy and then the VENDOR will sneeze.  Some of his/her sneeze can land on ANDY’s 

hand.   

 

VENDOR 

Just eat a little – (sneezes and then wipes nose with one of the cotton 

candy sticks) 

 

ANDY 

(wiping off hand) Ya know?  Never mind.  I didn’t want it that badly. 

 

VENDOR realizes ZIP and ANDY don’t want cotton candy, so he/she can exit to stage 

RIGHT, still calling out. 

 

VENDOR 

Cotton candy!  Get your free cotton candy!   
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ANDY 

(to zip) Wow Zip!  You were right! 

 

ZIP 

Seeee!? (sidenote) That sneeze is still really gross.  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Daily Welcome 
 

Hey kids! Welcome to Beginagin Theme Park!  This is Fil Finagin, the owner, 

founder and manager of this great park!  I hope you have fun on No 

Parent’s Day and remember to eat all the cotton candy you want 

because it’s free! And don’t forget about our Ultimate Theme Park 

Challenge. The park attendee with the most points at the end of the day 

will win season passes to Beginagin Theme Park! Now get out there and 

get some points! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

 

ACT 2 – What Are We Going To Do Today? 
 

ANDY 

Oh man!  I totally want to win those season passes, Zip!  I mean, can’t your 

no cotton candy experiment just wait? 

 

ZIP 

No! It can’t! But…I think the best way to prove to you that this day is 

beginning again is to go do everything like we did it the first day…that 

way I can tell you what’s about to happen all day and maybe you will 

believe me! 

 

ANDY 

Awesome!  I was thinking that we should ride the… 

 

ZIP & ANDY (at the same time) 

Dangerous Dueling Disasters.  

 

ANDY 

Weird. 

 

ZIP 

I know.  Well, that ride is really cool.  The green and purple coasters go 

right around each other and it feels like they are going to crash into each 

other on every turn!  

 

ANDY 

That ride sounds OFF THE RAILS!  According to the map, if we ride one of 

the Dueling Disasters, we get 100 points.  BUT, if we ride both, then we 

get… 

 

ZIP & ANDY (at the same time) 

300 points each. 
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ANDY 

(starting to get freaked out that Zip knows what’s going on) Yeah….so 

let’s ride both. 

 

ZIP 

Are you convinced that this day is beginning again yet?   

 

ANDY 

I’m not sure.  You could just be a good guesser. 

  

ZIP 

Ok well let’s get going.  The ride is literally right there.  (Points toward left 

side of stage) It’s the closest ride to us, which gives us a ton of time to ride 

more rides. 

 

ANDY 

Ok, let’s go! 

 

ANDY exits off stage LEFT. 

 

ZIP 

(to kids) Well, I’m really glad that I told Andy what was going on. I was 

kind of scared at first because I thought he/she would think I was 

crazy…and he/she did sort of laugh at me, but now I think Andy is actually 

starting to realize that the day is beginning again!  I know all of y’all will 

back me up, right?  (allow kids to respond) I’m going to try to let 

everything play out exactly how it happened the first day. Let’s hope that 

Andy starts to believe us!   

 

ANDY (from off stage) 

Hurry Zip!  We’re next in line! 

 

ZIP exits off stage LEFT. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

ANDY and ZIP enter from stage LEFT. 

 

ANDY 

(high fiving Zip, excited) That ride WAS off the rails!  Which one was your 

favorite?  The purple or the green? 

 

ZIP 

The purple one for sure.   

ANDY 

Mine was green! For sure!  I loved when we went all the way to the top of 

the hill and then we went down SUPER fast! That was so awesome!!!!!! 
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ZIP  

Hey!  We should check the leaderboard to see if that ride put us in the 

lead! (sarcastic) Oh wait, I already know that it didn’t because 

ZiggyBug747 has over 500 points! 

 

ANDY 

What? I bet there’s not even a ZiggyBug747 on the leaderboard at all.   

 

ZIP  

Well, go see.  

 

ANDY 

Ok, (walks toward screens) Show us the leaderboard. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wks1,5_Leaderboard 1 
 

ANDY (Cont’d) 

Awww man!  ZiggyBug747 (seven forty-seven) does have over 500 points!!  

 

ZIP 

Three words: I. Told. You. So. Uh…I meant four words. And since I know 

you’re wondering, our names are CottonCandyLuvr1019 (ten nineteen), 

and FunkyFunnelicious86 (eighty-six).   

 

ANDY 

Oye. It looks like we have a lot of catching up to do.   

 

ZIP 

(pointing out leaderboard) See? Told ya. 

 

ANDY 

I think I’m starting to believe you, Zip.   

 

ZIP 

Good! Because in about three seconds, a game guy/gal is going to walk 

through here and ask us if we want to play a game…in 3…2…1… 

 

GAME DIRECTOR enters from stage LEFT wearing big colorful watch, pushing cart with 

game supplies, if possible. If not possible, bring supplies on stage during Bible Story & 

Game Instruction video. 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

(as if talking to all people in park) I’ve got games to play! Anyone can 

play! Just step right up and scan your pass! Who wants to play a game? 

 

ANDY 

Oh man, this is freaking me out! 

 

ZIP 

I know.  (to Game Director) Hello!  Sir/Ma’am!  We’d like to play a game! 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

Fantastic! (to Zip and Andy) Since it’s GameTIME, simply scan your passes 

on my watch and we’ll get started! 
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ZIP and ANDY scan passes. 
 

FADE DOWN: 1_Park Music  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk5_Bible Story & Game Instruction 
 

Well good day fine game playing people of Beginagin Park. I am Sir Wil Winagin, Fil  

Finagin’s 3rd cousin, twice removed!  I am delighted to have you join me as I eat this Classic 

yet sophisticated Ice Cream Sundae with my super fancy spoon. (ping) 

Very Classy.  

Yes there are fewer things in life as delicious, delectable and distinguished as a classic 

ice cream sun- 

(drop ice-cream, freak) This isn't classy!!! 

 Oh dear me, pardon my manners, I shall not eat this Classic Ice Cream sundae as we 

talk, how very rude.  

(ice cream down, dab dirty napkin) 

What I meant to do was invite you all to hear a story. Oh….I hear some giggles…and 

you have funny looks on your faces…oh…do I have something on MY face? 

Oh! Where? Right here? 

Here? 

Oh here!! I have another napkin! 

Auugh! This isn’t going as I had planned!!!  

You know what?! I can’t do this anymore! I can’t hide any longer! 

I have to tell you! I don’t want to, but I have to! 

(confessing) Friends, I’ve been hiding a secret all day. I tried to cover it up with all this 

classic mumbo jumbo and by wearing these crazy clothes. 

But everything is not ok because…I…I don’t have a game for us to play today! I’ve 

never…EVER…in the history of the Imaginarium…EVER not had a game to play!  

My great game ideas always come from the amazing stories in the Bible…but today…I 

have nothing.   

In fact, I was desperately searching for a Bible story just before you beeped in…and I 

didn’t know what to do so I just started drawing…for some inspiration…I guess…I could just 

show you these. Do you want to see them? 

[kids answer yes] 

Well, alright.  This story is about two people who told Jesus they were not ok! 

As Jesus was getting out of a boat on the shore of Lake Galilee, a man broke through 

the crowd. 

His name was Jairus and he needed help. 

Jairus’ daughter was very sick and she was about to die!  But he didn’t keep that to 

himself.  He told Jesus and asked him to come heal his daughter.  

Jesus decided to go with Jairus.  

As Jesus was walking, there were a lot of people pressing in beside Him 

And all of a sudden, he felt a woman reach out and touch his clothes. 

The woman who touched Jesus was not ok. She had been sick for TWELVE years!  

She had spent all of her money on doctors and no one could cure her.  

But, she believed that Jesus could help her. When Jesus saw this woman, He said  

 “You are now well because of your faith.”  

And just then, she was healed!  

Then, Jesus continued on to Jairus’ house.  

When he got there everyone was so sad because Jairus’ daughter was already dead. 

Jesus told them not to be sad.  (flip cards) 

Then Jesus did something amazing.  

He went to the girl and told her to get up!  And guess what?!  

The girl got right up and started walking around!  

In this story, both Jairus and the sick woman were not ok.  

But, because they told Jesus that they needed help, he helped them!  

There will be times in our lives when things are not ok.  

But when that happens, God wants us to tell someone about it.  He doesn’t want us to 

hide it or pretend like the problem isn’t there.  

It's okay to not be okay.  

You can always talk to God when you are not ok,  

and hopefully you have some trusted friends in your life who will listen to you too.  

You might also have people in your life, like your parents, teachers  

Small group leaders in church (notice wrong card) 

Aw, Teddy! Wait, how did you get in here!?!  
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…or small group leaders in church that you can talk to if you need help!  Wow, that is a 

lot of different ways to get help if we are not okay.  

Remember, it's ok to not be ok, but you need to tell someone!  

Phew, I sure am glad that I told you that I was not ok!  

(light bulb) 

**GASP** I think I just figured out our game for today!!!!  

Our story plus this ice cream gave me a great idea! 

Do you guys know what time it is?! 

That right it’s game time! Gotta get my game hat on! 

Our game today is called, uh,  “Classic Ice Cream Sundae” and here is how you play:  2 

teams of 2 contestants will race to build a classic Ice cream sundae. But, the contestant 

making the sundae will be…uh….blind folded! 

 (blindfold on) 

Yikes! That's not ok! 

But it's ok to not be ok! 

Your teammate will have the Classic Ice Cream Sundae Card and will TELL you how to 

build the Classic Ice Cream Sundae.  

 (blindfold off) 

The first team to complete the Classic Ice Cream sundae, deliver it to a friend in the 

park and make their way back will be the winner! 

 (eat ice cream off face) 

Mmmm, this game is delicious! 

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_GameTime w/ Game Music 
 

LIGHTS UP 100% 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

Thanks, Wil! Now before you can play you’ll need to pick TWO friends to 

play this game with you! 

 

ANDY 

Alright, let’s see…who should we pick!? 

 

ZIP and ANDY go pick the appropriate number of kids to come on stage and play the 

game.  

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

Ok are you guys ready to play this game?  Let’s all count it down together 

from 3 and say “Sundae”.  Kids, help me count…3, 2, 1, SUNDAE!! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk5_GameTime w/ Action Music 

 

Game Director facilitates game. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_GameTime w/ Game Music 

 

GAME DIRECTOR 

The winner is….!    

 

Let’s give our contestants a round of applause for playing today’s game! 

(to Zip and Andy)75 points have been added to your passes for helping 

with the game!  (to contestants) And you two can head over this way with 

ME to pick out a fun prize!  Thanks for playing! 

  

GAME DIRECTOR takes cart with prizes on it (if applicable) and either goes toward the 

back of the stage (out of the way) or off toward stage RIGHT to distribute prizes. GAME 

DIRECTOR then sends kids back to their seats and exits stage RIGHT (either on floor or on 

actual stage). 
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FIRE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

FADE UP: 1_Park Music  

 

ZIP 

Well, now that we have some more points, I know that you want to go 

ride a 3D ride that’s worth 400 points.  Since I already knew that, I 

grabbed some 3D glasses for us when I went to the locker.  (takes 2 pair of 

3D Glasses out of pocket) 

 

ANDY 

Ok Zip.  This is starting to get weird.   

 

ZIP 

Do you believe me yet? 

 

ANDY 

I think I’m starting to! So what do we do now?!? 

 

ZIP 

Okay. Since I realized that the day begins again every day here at the 

park, I started writing down the weird things that are happening on my 

iPod. 

 

ANDY 

Okay, that’s a good start. Why don’t we go over your notes. 

 

ZIP 

(getting iPod out) Let’s see…Seems like day is the same. Andy doesn’t 

remember anything. New funnel cake flavored cotton candy introduced. 

Then, new funnel cake introduced. One thing that’s been totally weird is 

this evil minion who comes to talk to us every day. 

 

ANDY 

Evil minion? 

 

ZIP 

Yeah. He always stays hidden and won’t come out.  

 

ANDY 

Weird. What does he say? 

 

ZIP 

Well, it just depends. One day he invited us to a VIP party for special 

guests in the park. Another day he tried to get us to drop out of the 

competition to save us embarrassment from losing. 

 

ANDY 

From losing? Losing what? 

 

ZIP 

(hesitant to break the news) The hot dog eating contest. 
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ANDY 

(shocked) What?! I’m the hot dog eating champion at our school!!!! 

Impossible! 

 

ZIP 

Look, Andy, we lost. But the point is that that guy tried to get us to quit, but 

he made it look like he was trying to help us. It’s just weird. 

 

ANDY 

It does sound a little suspicious to me. He does sound like some kind of evil 

minion doing all the dirty work for someone else. 

 

ZIP 

What if he really is?! 

 

ANDY 

We need to capture this guy and find out what’s going on! 

 

ZIP 

Ok, I’ll hide. When he starts whispering to you, I’m going to try to catch 

him! He should be coming this way any minute. (hiding) 

 

ZIP goes and hides somewhere. Can be slightly off stage LEFT or behind an object. 

 

ANDY 

Wait, why do I have to be the one to talk to him??! 

 

ZIP 

Just do it! 

 

 

ACT 3 – The Points Are Adding Up 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Announcement 1 
 

Attention everyone!  This is Fil Finagin and I am pleased to announce that 

we have a new high score!  One of our park attendees just achieved a 

score of 1,000 points!  Keep riding rides and playing games and maybe 

you’ll move to the top!  Remember, whoever has the most points at the 

end of the day will win the challenge and get season passes to Beginagin 

Theme Park! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ANDY 

(genuinely surprised) 1,000 points? That’s ridiculous!  How can they even 

ride that many rides!?  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Evil Minion 1 

 

EVIL MINION 

Psst!  Over here! 
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ANDY 

(terrified, saying quietly) That’s HIIIM! (to minion) Who’s there?  

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Evil Minion 2 

 

EVIL MINION 

I’m over here but don’t come any closer!  I’m here to give you some 

advice. 

 

ANDY 

Advice? Ok, I’m listening. (winks to kids) 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk5_Evil Minion 3 

 

EVIL MINION 

You seem a little stressed out today kid. Don’t let it get you down. The best 

thing you can do is suck it up and just keep all your problems to yourself. 

Nothing good can come out of bringing everybody else down with all 

your problems. I mean, you want to win this contest, right? Just remember 

my advice. I better go! 

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ANDY 

Now Zip, NOW! 

 

ZIP jumps from his/her hiding place toward off stage RIGHT. 

 

ZIP 

(falling down) Oh man!  I missed!  C’mon, Andy!  Let’s follow him/her! 

 

ZIP and ANDY run off stage, pretending to follow the EVIL MINION off stage RIGHT. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Later  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

ZIP and ANDY enter stage RIGHT. ZIP is carrying plan. 

 

ZIP 

(dejected) Aw, man! We were so close!   

 

ANDY 

You were right about that guy always twisting things around. He tried to 

get me to keep all my problems to myself! I think that’s a terrible idea. 

 

ZIP 

If we just kept everything to ourselves when something was wrong, then 

we wouldn’t be able to help each other. 

 

ANDY 

Or work together to figure out why the days are beginning again! 
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ZIP 

Right! 

 

ANDY 

I’m glad you came to me this morning and told me that everything was 

not ok.  

 

ZIP 

Me too. I feel so much better since I told you. So look, I think that evil 

minion dropped this when he was running from us.  

 

ANDY 

What is it? 

 

ZIP 

Well it looks like some sort of written out plan.  

 

ANDY 

Ooooh a plan?! Like a plan that could tell us who is behind all this?! 

 

ZIP 

Maybe! 

 

 

ACT 4 – End of the Day 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Announcement 2 
 

Attention everyone!  This is Fil Finagin and I am pleased to announce that 

we have a new high score of 4500 points! You still have time to ride one 

more ride before we close for the day. This is your last chance to take the 

lead for the win!  
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Logo 

 

ANDY 

(disappointed) Aw man! I’m guessing that we aren’t going to win those 

season passes after all.   

 

ZIP 

Look, Andy, I don’t really think that’s the most important thing right now! 

We’re not even in the lead…(to screen) show us the leaderboard. 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wks1,5_Leaderboard 2 

ANDY 

Yeah, you’re right! 

 

ZIP 

Now when we enter the park tomorrow, we have to be careful. Whoever 

is behind all this could be watching us!  

 

ANDY 

So we need to play it cool…like we don’t know anything. 
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ZIP 

Exactly!  When we come in tomorrow, we need to act like things are 

totally normal. 

 

ANDY 

I have to admit, Zip.  If you’re right about this, we are going to have a big 

problem on our hands! 

 

ZIP 

I know! I just hope you remember everything that happened today! 

 

ANDY 

Me too, because I REALLY wish I could have eaten that cotton candy!!   

 

ANDY and ZIP exit stage RIGHT. 

 

FADE DOWN: 1_Park Music  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Wk5_Fil Finagin Closer 
 

Auuugh! Why do they have to go on telling each other all of their problems! This is getting on 

my nerves. It’s so much simpler to just keep your problems to yourself.  

But sir, then you get so angry! 

Silence! Now GO GET THE PLANS BACK BEFORE THEY FIGURE US OUT! 
 

        AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Wk5_N2K w/ Teaching Music 

 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

Worship Leader(s) enter. 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

1. Recap skit.  Wow! I am glad Zip convinced Andy to stop eating 

cotton candy. Hopefully they can figure out why the days are 

beginning again… 
 

2. Tie in. 

a. Zip was really struggling today in the park, and was he/she 

scared at first to tell Andy that everything was not ok? (YES!)   

b. Was it ok for Zip to not be ok? (Yes!) Was it ok for Zip to keep 

it all in and not tell anyone? (No!) 

c. The evil minion tried to get Andy and Zip to keep their 

problems to themselves, but that’s not what God wants! God 

does not want us to keep our problems to ourselves, he 

wants us to tell to a friend or a leader so they can help you! 

It’s ok to not be ok, but you have to tell someone! 

d. And that’s what we need to know today! You guys say this 

after me in your silliest voices… 
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WORSHIP LEADER (Cont’d) 

3. N2K. “It’s Okay, Not To Be Okay!” (kids repeat after you, repeat 

motions if you did them earlier) 

 

4. Song. That’s right! Well before we head back to small group, we 

have one more song to sing… 

 

 You guys come down front and let’s sing together!  
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Song_We Are Free 
 

       AUTO ADVANCE: OTR_ES_Wk5_N2K w/ Teaching Music 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Before we go, let’s turn to our neighbor and say this one more time… 

1.  

It’s Okay, Not To Be Okay!  (kids repeat after you, repeat motions if you did 

them earlier) 
 

We should all remember that it is okay for us not to be okay! When we have 

a problem we shouldn’t keep it to ourselves, but tell someone we trust so 

they can help us. 

 

Let’s all pray together before we go back to small group. You guys pray 

with me! 

 

Example of prayer:  Jesus, help me to remember it is okay, not to be okay.  I 

pray that when we have a problem, we will tell our small group leader, a 

parent or a friend so we can work through the problem together! AMEN! 

 

(You may hand off the microphone to the room leader or dismiss kids 

yourself) You guys can find your small group leader and then WALK back to 

your small groups! 

 

FIRE: OTR_ES_Closer 

 

 


